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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
For a period of 12 weeks 60 Columbia famLlies made comparative evalua· 
tions of loin steaks in these groupings: Choice-Standard" Good" md Good,-
Commercial Cow." The smdy was so designed that the group of Ste:.ks CV2luated 
in each household comprised six or 12 replicates from the same carcass. Re-
searchers used results thus obtained in an attempt to as<enain the influence of 
experience upon preference and rdative acceptability of various beef grades. AI· 
though the scope of the srudy was inadequate for inferences to the consuming 
public in gener:ai or even to the entire Columbia populace, such respondent eval· 
uations made under actual consumption conditions added to the fund of meas-
urement :and predictive data in these phases of the smdy of beef. 
Mean acceptability ratings of carcasses, as identified b}' grade and shear, 
showed almost no over·aU trend in variability wirh continued tasting, nor were 
there any significant differential trends associated with particular gr:ade or she-q 
me:l.Surements , 
This degree of stabiliry over time is very encouraging as it suggestS that 
sustained testing of the same respondents is not necessary for consumer prefer. 
ence experiments. 
Considetable v:uiation was found in respondents' r:atings, over time, which 
was unrelated to any trend. This variation was related to size of means and was 
probably partly a scale effect. Some individuals were much less consistent than 
others. While the loins varied considerably in acceptability, some of the varia· 
tion in acceptabili ty and preferences can be explained by differences in people. 
In evaluating particular c:ucasses within each grade, households did show 
signifiCint differences in their acceptability ratings. In 30 CiSCS of the same loin 
being eaten by twO families there were 12 CiseS of signifiamt disagreement in 
ratings betwe<:n these fam!lies. In the 30 cases of the same loin eaten by four 
families there were 13 cases of significant disagreement in acceptability among 
the four families. 
Significant differences did exist in preferences by grade and shear group. 
Most notable were the differences in favor of the higher grades in the Good,-
Commerci~ l Cow and Choice-Standard, comparisons. However, the relation· 
ships between shear value and acceptability and preferences appeared to be slight. 
ly stronger than the relationships of grade ro :lccep[;lbility and preferen~es. 
Acceptability ratings and preferences of husb:lnds and wives were much 
alike. While some differences in ratings :lnd preferences were found by socio-
economic and cooking dassifiCitions, numbers were so small in these subgroups 
a~ to limir severely any inferences. 
Coefficients of simple correlation between loin mean ratings by a laboratory 
panel and consumers were: tenderness, 0.69; fi"vor, 0.56; and juiciness, 0.13. 
A high degre<: of cooperation was maintained over the 12·week testing peri. 
od with only 1 \-'2 percent loss of data. The required payment of $7.50 at the on· 
set of the smdy m:ay have made respondents a lirde more crirical in rheit ratings 
but probably helped to maintain <ooperarion. 
·SubscriptS are employed for identification and do not imply divisions within the 
grades. 
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INTROD UCTION 
Stuemcnr of Purposes 
More than one rC'~der-:lnd author-of consumer preferences studies has 
:uked himself: " How reliable :lee these resulu? What is the effect of experience 
with a produCi upon consumers' preference$ ~ What arc: the sources of varia· 
rion ?" 
The prim:uy purpose of this study is to determine the influence of {on-
tinued ta!ting of specified gr;J.des of beef upon the rdative acccpf2bility ming:5 
of [he preferences for those grades. The srody attempts to ffiosure the influence 
of experience or time on preferences and acceptability latings. 
The secondary purpose of this study is to determine further the compu1tivc 
acceptability of the selected grades of b« f. The study lHCmpr! [0 add to the 
critefia used to evaluate tbe effects of (a) sbear values of the loins, (b) ilUOlTX: 
kvels of tbe respondents, ee) cooking metbods and (d) age and education Je..'d 
of tbe respondents upon the aa:epnbiliry ratings of sdecred gndes of beef. Ir 
also attempts to rdate tbese acceptability ratings to the federal CUC25S grades. 
Certain metbodological objectives were dso involved in tb is srudy : 
1. To determine tbe degree of cooperadon tbat can be maintained in a eon-
sumer pand over a period of 12 to 14 weeks. 
2. To determine tbe problems and results of using as many as 6 replications 
from a singk loin in tbe same h ousebold in an attempt to determine 
family variation. 
3. To determine the relative Kceptability of steaks from Commercial Cow 
4. To determine the influence of respondent investment in tne study upon 
the accuracy and compkteness of tbe resulu OVet a period of time. 
The following null bypotheses were adopted 1$ a guide for tbe study: 
1. The mean acceptability ratings of loins as identified by gude and sbear 
groups do nOt wry witb continued turing. 
2. Preferences for loins a.s identified by grade and shear do nOt vary with 
continue<! taSting. 
3. There is no difference among acceptability ratings of wlious grades and 
shear groups rested. 
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4. There is no difference amonR preferences for rhe various grades or shear 
groups rested. 
EXPERIMEN TAL PRO CEDURE 
Population Sampled 
The sample for rhis study w~s dr2wn in Columbia, Mo., a city with 3 popu-
lation of approximately 43,000 and an 3rel of 10 square miles. Four geographic 
Ue:t.S of the city, rhought to represent broadly different income levels, were ubi-
rranly chosen. Through the use of the dty direcrory, households were selected 
3t random to represent e"..Ich of the four arels. Prelimin3ry interviews were held 
ro obnin 15 eligible white households in each area willing to partidp:!-te. 
To qualify as a cooper:l.{ing household, families met the following require-
ments: 
l. Cooperating adults h3d to be under the 3ge of 70 years. 
2. The =e twO :l;dulrs 3greed to en aU the meat supplied and to cook the 
meat to the same degree of doneness by the S2me cooking methods 
throughout the period. 
3. Coopentors had to be in Columbia for 14 weeks afrer rhe beginning of 
rhe study. 
4. Each househoJci had to pay the sum of $7"'0 for the melt consumed dur-
ing the tesr period. 
5. Persons parricipating must h3ve had no previous me"~ts training or me:l.r· 
OIrting experIence. 
6. Coopenting :.l.dults had to like and be able to ear pork as well as beef, 
since a pork study was conducted concurrently with the beef study. 
T he ProduCt 
Four grades of beef were selected for rhis study. Comparisons were made 
between adj3cent 3nd non-adj3ccnt groupings: Choice- Srandud), Good,-
Standard" and Good. -Commercial Cow. The tWO lower gndes were select.:d 
because they lack homogeneity -a fact esublished in previous studies'··-and 
the Choice and Good gr3des bec3use retai l stores handle these gndes more 
frequently. 
Loin steaks-with the tenderloin 3nd ventr.!.l, vertebnl processes removed-
were chosen m3inly for tWO reasons. 
1. They are good representll.tives of the C3ro.ss gndes. 
2. On the basis of the wide nnge in market prices for short loins, con-
sumer preferences for the cut presumably vary more than for 3ny otha 
wholesale OIt. 
One hundred and thiny loins were obtained from caro.sses selected in puka 
coolers by a representative of the UniverSity Meats Section. The purchase in· 
"Numbers refer 10 list of references in (he back 
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eluded 20 pairs of Snnclard Joins, 22 ~ pairs of Good loins, t2l1.! pairs of Choice 
Join~, and 10 pairs of Commercial Cow Joins. The originating carcasses, rep-
resenting the middle of the grade, ranged in weight from 550 to 612 pounds for 
Commercial Cow and from '00 to '50 pounds for the other three grades. 
All loins wefe ;tged H 38° F and 70 percent humidity in the Universiry 
Me:atS Laboratory for 12 days after shughtcr. Before the loins were: frozen, lVi-
inch thick shear steaks were cur from the left loin in each loin pair to provide 
3 one-inch cores p<:r sle:lk. Three readings were made on each core to derermine 
the mem shear value of e:<ch C:.I.rcass.t 
Thin:y steaks, ~-inch thick, for use by the consumer panel and onc shew 
steak were CUt from each pair of loins. For the laboratory panel twO steaks, l1I-
inch thick, were CUt from rhe left loin of the ~irs; and four ste:l.ks, l1I-inch thick, 
were CUt from the right loins. 
Assignment of Loins and Exper imental D esign 
Fi \'e households within each of th e four neighborhoods were assigned, at 
nndom, to one of the three gtade-comparison groups. Each of these three: groups 
of 20 famil ies was to receive steaks in the same grade comparison throughout 
the 12 weeks of testing. Two families in each grade wmparison were ro sample 
the same earc:.tsses each week. Assignment of pairs of carcasses to households 
was made at random_ 
Carcasses within gtade-comparison groups were arbitrarily grouped by ~irs 
into "like" and "unlike" she:l.r categoriestt according to shear pressures. All left 
loins Wl:fe matched in "unlike" shear groups and all right loins were matched in 
" like" shear groups so that each carcass would be evaluated in both shar groups. 
Each carcass was evaluated an equal number of times, :.Ilrhough one-half of 
tile carcasses were tasted by 2 households :.Ind one-half of them were tasted by 
4 households. In a given grade comparison the same two households e:l.ch judged 
a carcass (A) in an unlike shear comparison wirh another carcass (B) in 6 tests, 
:.Ind in a like shear comparison with still another CitClSS (C) an equal number of 
tests. Further, B was judged in a like shear comparison with another carcass (D) 
and C ",-as judged in an unlike shear comparison with :.Inorher Car(ass (F) by twO 
other families. 
Thus, each household compared steaks from thm: loins and from twO gndes. 
Each household evaluated steaks from one loin in all 12 tcsts and from twO other 
loins in 6 tCStS each. The design docs nOt permit a test of tranSitivity of prefer-
tA pait of loins from the same orcass are often referred to ~ a "carcass" ro di~ 
tinguish them from loins experimentally paired and origimcing from different carcasses. 
ttOr igin~lIy "like·' shear was defined as a mean shelr difference of from 0 to 3 
pounds inclusive; ~nd "unlike·· she~r, from 6 to 9 pounds inclusive. However, the 
n:ll"row range of shar values in the loins purchased nude ir impo:isible to nuimain di-
vision at these levels. 
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ences. The gene!'al comparison design used for all c.ucasses is shown in Table I. 
Each sn:ak was CUt in half so both adult pan~l m~mbers in each household 
could !'asre every one. An aluminum ring clamped around the bone in both 
halves of one of the srCiks in the particubr comparison idemified steaks during 
cooking and prep:uation. Each loin was identified by rings an ~ual number of 
times in an attempt to minimize ring bias. One respondem W;is to ear an upper 
half steak baring a ring and an upper half without a ring. The other re!;pondent 
was to eal the lower halves, one with a ring and one without a ring. 
After being CUt and coded. Slew were Wr:.lpped as test pairs in freezer p:lpet, 
pbced in flIIper bags, marked with household and test numbers, frolen :u -IOQ F, 
and stored at OC F until delivery. 
Delivery 
Weekly deliveries of meat were made from insuhted boxes and commcrcW 
cooler chests to prevent thawing during the distribution process. Deliveries were 
made on Monday and Tuesday in an attempt to reduce the temptation to hold 
any of the samples over for weekend guests. It was feh that the direer weekly 
contact with the respondentj and the obvious attempt to adapt the delivery 
schedule to the convenience of the household were instrumental in maintaining 
a high level of interesr and cooperadon. 
Household Evaluation 
The tWO adults each evaluared each steak on a hedonic scale with nine de-
scriptive phrases ranging from "Li ke Extremely" to "Dislike Extremely." Each 
adult also indio.ted a preference between the twO steaks. The hedonic SCl.le w:lS 
later assigned numbers from 1 to 9 beginning with 1 for "Like Extremely" for 
purposes of analysis. Since differences between the mean rarings and preferences 
of men and women were very small, a considerable part of the analysis is based 
on the data of men only. 
RATINGS AND PREFERENCES OVER TIME 
Trends 
An improvement between the firsr and second replicares in the ... ccep~bility 
utings of leaner loin steaks and a dedine in lhe ratings of fatter steaks were 
noted in a recem eating test at Missouri.' The null hypothesis tested in the pres-
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em study was: there is no trend of n!ings or preferences over time. 
Acceptability Ratings, This null hypothesis was, in general, correct. Til<: 
me2n ratings of nch gN.de for each replicate did vary considerably over time, 
but evidenced little or no consistent trend (Figure 1). The Good grade (both 
Good, and Good.) possibly had a slight upwlid trend; mings of both Good, 
and Good, moved genenlly upward after replicate seven; the me:l.n of the last 
theet' replicates of Good, and Good. is higher than the mnn of the first thrIX 
repliC:.Ile5 by about o.~ of a point. Ratings of Commercial Cow moved some-
what lower than the ruings of the other grades which gc:ner:ally moved (().-
gether fairly dosely, ~!hough there were exceptions. It should be noted flu! 
Good was the limeJ: gnde in these p2rticulu comp:.trisons r:ather th2n the kmer. 
In these testS, the me:on r:adngs of Good improved 2nd the me:on r:ating.s of 
Choice declined flom teplic~ te 1 to repli<::~te 2 ~s had occurred in the St. Louis 
experiment. However, the large number of variuions during 12 testS suggests 
that a trend factor is of extremely linle import:mce in explaining the vuiation 
from replio.te 1 to replicate 2 in the tWO experiments. At this st:.ige of the in-
vestigations, the rn:.ijor cause of these variuions apparently must be labeled 
"ch:.ince." 
Comparison of gr:ade means by like and unlike shear groups for three repli-
cate groups (two consc<:udve tests per group) shows much the same pattern. 
Good gr:ade in the unlike she2r situations is the only grade showing :.iny trend 
(Figure 2). Ir will be recalled that the twO shell! groups contained the same beef 
-the like group contained the righr loins and the unlike group .:ontained the 
Idt loins-but that p2irings were made in the like group to minimize she:u dif-
ferences and in the unlike group to maximize she:u differences. 
A detailed study of ratings of each loin by tests found only' loins with 
convincing evidence of trends, and they were distributed in 3 gr:ades. There were 
twelve other loins showing slight and rather uneven trends upward and, loins 
with similar trends downward. These loins wele :.iiso distributed rather evenly 
among gr:i.des. 
The me:on of 211 r:arings of all grades would be expected to be very srable 
over time in the absence of trends by grades. While this me:on WH relatively 
stable, it varied by tesrs from a high of 3.~' to a low of 4.23. The path of means 
by testS first moved upw2rds and then down and then back up 2gain (Figure 1). 
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FIG. 3-NET PREFERENCES BY TESTS. 
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Preferences. There ~ a very slight trend dO'Wnw:ard over time in Ihe num· 
ber preferring Commercial Cow and upward in the number preferring Good •. 
Likewise there was a very slight trend upward in (he net preferences for Good. 
over Commercial Cow (Figure 3). Aside from these (wo very tentative indica· 
tions of trends, there was no other evidence of trends over rime. 
These findings suggest that the obtaining of two or three replicates per 
family for as many families as possible is sufficient for establishing preferences or 
acceptability .ratings for a carcass. Preference rcsc~rch would be tremendously 
complicated if initial preferences had been shown to bave little relation 10 prefer. 
ences after considcr:l.ble experience. Of course, these results do not suggeSt pos· 
sible resulrs of deliber:l.re u remprs to "educate" or change preferences over time. 
Moreover, these results have other limirations in terms of sample size and type 
of experimental comrols which limit far.reaching inferences. In lieu of contrary 
evidence, it sccms reason'olble to assume that preference or acceptability results 
from the laSt few we<:ks of a consumer tasting panel will be very similar to re· 
suits from the first few weeks. 
V4n4t;em in R41ings 4nd Preferences Over Tim e. A few comments 
should be made on variation independent of trend. Such v:uiadon has already 
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FIG. 4_MEAN RATINGS OF GOOD, BY MEN BY AGE GROUP. 
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been indiared (0 ha~ been !'ather largc. Unfortunattly, very linle light can be 
thrown on irs causes. A [tther thorough analysis follows of ~riation among 
households evalw.ting the same loins and of vuiation within a household evalu-
ating a given loin. 
There "":os considcfllble variation from fCSf to tCSt In the mean ratings and 
number of people puferring each gndc. The Choice gl'adc means and prefer. 
ences werc a trifle more stable tban the other grades but rhe diffe rence W2S 
small and possibly nor signifionr (&e Figures 1 and }). 
The variation by rests in the evaluation of Good, by three age groups of 
households is shown in Figure 4. ThOK households with avcr::I.gc ages in dle 
30's werc mOST subl, and those households ,veraging 40 and over were (he 
leasl stabk Howcver, only ~ households were in the first group, 9 in (he sec· 
ond, 2nd 6 in the third, so these results must be treated with oudon. 
Other evidence suggestS (h2( (he ~tter edUC"1(ed ~ve more stable f1Itings 
over time for the same gf1lde th2n those less well cdUC2(cd (Figure ~). 
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FIG. S-MEAN RATINGS OF GOOD, BY TESTS AND BY EDUCATION. 
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Variation Among Households Evaluating Same Loins 
There arc tWO rebred bur somewhat different :upecrs to rhis problem of 
inter·household variation :lCising beouse of the experimenr21 design. (1) Exh 
of the 60 loins w:u consumed by either tWO or four households, so differences 
between or among households nn be obtained for 60 loins. (2) E2ch of 30 pairs 
of households received samples from the Jam, Ihm kJi1lS. Thus rhe resulls roc 
three loins can be compared for each of these ~O pairs. It is possible for one 
household ro nle one loin or even all three significantly higher than another 
household and yet (0 "rank" all three loins in the same order as rhe second 
household. Such an occurrence would indiote a "hedonic" effect (different 
hedonic ratin,p in ~neral), which possibly refleets a difference in :.Ibsolule ac· 
ceprability but nor in relative acceptability. 
Acctptability Ratings. Differences in household means per loin for those 
evaluated by twO families ranged from 4.83 to O.~3 and averaged 1.19. Differ· 
ences berwttn the highest and lowest household means per loin for those: CV'liu-
ated by four families ranged from '.33 to 0.84 and avetllged 2.10. Nore that the 
three biggesr differences among families-'.H , 4.83 and 4.66-were all as--
" 
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sochced with Hou~hold 47 ntling do'll'm severely al l chree loins nsted. House-
hold 4, also raled \"ery cririallr all loins tested (Appendix Table 20). It .should 
also be noted thar each household moo w:as based upon twelve or six ratings 
and on only the r:.J.dngs of the men. Differences in meln r,u ings of Joins by 
households wcrc significant for 25 of the 60 loins (Table 2 and Appendix Tabk 
21 ) . 
COW 
II. Foot Households RiUn, 
S:o.me Carcasa 
Good, 
Standar d} 
ChOice 
• GS't level 01 significance Of F ratio. 
• 
• , 
• 
" 
A 
, 
• 
" 
There was complctc rank agreement among loin me2ns for 7 p2.i rs, ~rtial 
r::I.nk agreement for 14 p~irs, and no n nk ;l.grcemem for 9 pairs of the }O pairs 
of households evalu:l.ling three loins tlch (Appendix Table 20). For 20 pairs 
there 1V2S r::uhcr poor gencni agfeCmcnt of mean scores for loins, but only 7 of 
these had no r:lnk agreement. while 2 had complete rank :lgecernent. Thus the 
mean acteptability scorl:$ per loin indicaTe That about one-fourth of the house-
holds nnked the nrne three loins in The same order. while :.lOother one half of 
the households tanked them in somewhat the same order. 
Part of the household disagreements in tanking can be accoumed for by very 
similar t""~tings for all three loins. There were differences of I point or more in 
the Ihree mans for each household in only 10 of the ~ ·pairs. Within these 10 
households were 4 of the 7 cases of complete fank agrccment, and 2 of the 9 
taSI:$ of no nnk agreement. 
Thus, there W2S mueh genetal agrcemem among htruseholds concerning the 
relative acceptability of loins bUI there weTe also significant differences :lmong 
households. This in itself is an imeresting finding. This finding does indiclte 
eautions in interpreting the loin data for this experiment. Since each loin was 
evaluated by TWO or, at most, four fa milies, indi vidual loin means c~n be influ· 
enced. by particular household preferences. The dl:$ign previously used in experi. 
mems minimized the inlluence of individual preferencl:$ by distributing a loin 
among 12 10 14 F.lmilies. It might :llso be noted that the lOOence of sufficient 
sampll:$ from l carc:us to allow separation of possible consumer vlriation from 
carcass Vlfiation gready hinden consumer evaluation of the srru.ller muscle arelS. 
Prtftrtt/us. Preferences for each pair of 60 pairings of loins were given by 
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twO households (Table 3). A total of \2 preferences were expressed for e::I.ch 
household.by the husband and wife. Thus the maximum possible difference in 
preferences for a loin between the twO households '\I.·ould be 12. The median dif-
krence in preferences was 2, the me::l.n difference w:u 2.6, and the ~nge w:u 0 to 
9. For six "loins" the difference w:u 7 or more, and for 23 of the 120 "loins" it 
was zerot 
For 24 of the 60 comparisons preferences were enough different between 
households to suggest "majority disagreemenr". 11m is, in rhese 24 cases of dis· 
agreement a majority of one family's preferences were for one loin in the pair 
while a majority of the other family'S preferences were for the other loin or ebe 
were evenly divided between loins. However, differences of only one-such :u 6 
to ~ versus' to 6 or 6 to 6-were not considered as "majority disagreements." 
The same conclusion of much agreemenr but a significant amoum of dis-
agreement must be made for preferences as for acceptability ~tings. 
Variation Within Households 
A cceptability. Sr:.mdard deviations of acceptability ratings bJ' loins within 
households ranged from zero ro 3.29 (Table 20, Appendix). Six ty loins I""ol.ted by 
39 men had standard deviations under 1.00. Ninety-eight loins ra ted by '0 men 
had srandard deviations from 1.00 to 1.99. Twenty-two loins rated by 14 men 
had standard deviations from 2.00 to 3.29. St:l.ndard deviations exceeding 2.0 on a 
9-poinr scale are obviously very large and those exceeding 1.0 are rather large. 
A recent relatively inexperienced panel tasting steaks under laboratory controls 
at this Station had somewhat smaller standard deviations. It should be realized 
that rating scales are sensitive enough to reflect environmental conditions :u well 
:tS product conditions." Therefore, we would expecr more variation from a house-
hold panel (".ming over a 12·week period than from a panel tasting two weeks 
under laboratory condirions. 
The desit:l.bility of excluding dat~ from families with cx,essivc variability of 
t:l.tings has been debated' While such exclusion may appear desirable from the 
point of view of determining product differences, these: f .. milies with high VUi2-
bility should not be ignored as part of the market for beef. Apparendy, environ-
mental &CIOl"S strongly affected the ratings of these people. It is of interest that 
3 of the 14 men having standard deviations above 2.0 acrually had such values 
for 2li 3 loins, while 2 more men each had 2 standard deviations above 2.0. In 
conenst, all 3 ~t2ndard deviations of each of 6 men were below 1.0, and 2 stand-
ard deviation of each of 9 other men were below 1.0. 
Is it possible that the more ,onsistem judges or consumers may be consist· 
ent because they t:l.re ali products about the same all the time? In such cases, 
their usefulness would be over-rated, because they would not find diffetences 
that more variable judges or consumers might find. The evidence in Table 4 per· 
t:l.ins to only a few judges, but it does lend a little eviden,e to the hypothesis 
t Each loin was utilized in a sepat:l.te comparison so th~t the 60 loin pairs were utilized 
in 60 comp:uisons-each by tWO householdS-involving 120 loins. 
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TABLE 4 __ M£AN DIFFERENCES REPORTED BY MEN OF VARYING 
5 Men wlih 2 Or 3 
S. D.'. of 1.0 Or Leu 
15 Men With 2 Or 1 
S. D. '. of 2.0 Or More 
Lelt Pilr 
0. 46 
1.30 
Loin Pun 
Rlit\t Palr 
o.SS 
0.63 
rhat the mosr consistent prople found-or reponed-only very sm:lil differences 
in comparisons. More work needs to be done on this import:mt merhodologicaJ 
problem. 
The coc:fficient of simple correlation between loin means and loin srandard 
deviation was 0.63 (9)% confidence limits of 0.4~ :md 0.77). T his suggests tlut 
an imponant factor affe([ing the size of loin-and also household-srandard de--
viations was the position of the means on the 9·poim scale. The larger means of 
4, 5 IInd 6 were in the middle of the scale where there was the most "room" for 
VlIriation in individual n tings. The lower mans of 2.62 (0 3.99 were associated 
genenlly with smaller standard deviations as there was less "room" for VlIriatioo 
al the higher end of the scale. However, only about 40 percent of the variarion 
in magnitude of sland:ud deviations is probably explained by the siu of the 
means. Individual household vui:nion has already been shown to have been a 
causal factor. The evidence is indedsive concerning the possibility that miflOl: 
expbnatory VlIrillbles of loin standard deviations were gnde and ~'herher a loin 
was evaluated by two or four households. An arr:l.Y of loin standard deviations by 
grade indicates that Ihere was much similarity by grades bur rhal Good, and 
Commercial Cow loins genenlly had slightly larger st".wdard deviations (Table '). 
0.86 0.96 1.18 l.ol 0.93 ue 
1.12 0.118 1.28 1.1 4 1.11 1.21 
1.24 1.08 1. 31 1.23 1.17 1.29 
1.24 1. 17 U. 1.36 >.20 1.32 
1.38 1.37 1.44 1.41 1.26 1.82 
1.41 1.36 1.53 1.50 1.50 1.87 
1. 41 1.$7 1.96 1.66 1.52 1.113 
1.84 1.S9 2.06 1.66 l.76 1.116 
1.88 1.81 2. 41 1.80 2.01 :tll 
2.S3 2.24 2.80 2.19 2.04 2.45 
Mean 01 S.D. TH 
"" 
no Dll TIS" ",., 
Median S.D. 1.39 1.37 1.<8 1.44 1.36 1.84 
Crade Mean US U S 4. 32 3.85 3.56 3.75 
Range of Loin 3. 16 2.62 1.42 2.67 2.67 3.25 
Means witMn 
I. Crade 
20 MISSOURI AGIUCULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION 
The differences in standard deviations by grade are nOt quire as large 1S w= 
nOted in Ihc $(. Louis Sfudy. Median sundHd deviations of loins nngc:d from 
1.20 (or Prime: to 1.92 for Standard in rhar study' Since the only exceptional 
standud deviations were in Commerdal Cow and Good, grades and sin(c the 
former was evlluared by cwo families and rhe lalter by four, there is no evidence 
mat loin standard deviations were affened by the number of families ev:alu:l.ting 
them. However, standard deviations of Choice and Good loins in the Sr. Louis 
experiment and eaten by 12 to 14 families tended to be a little smaller than 
Choice and Good loins of this experiment. 
Preferences. Each household tasted 6 plirs of steaks in each of IWO com-
parisons. The preferences of rhe mlm in e:lch household were ex~mined for re-
versals of preference -i.e., preferring each loin Pllrt of rhe time. It is generally 
believed rhar the higher rhe proponion of reversals rhe more alike are the 00-
jecrs being compared.' Ir is ~l so possible that the higher the proportlon of re-
versals of preferences, the more ernric He the judgmenrs of Ihose consumro. 
Of the 120 comparisons ~4 were judged with a high degree of consistency 
(Table 6), but 31 comparisons had quire inconsistent results (3 to 2 or 3 to 3 01 
TABLE 6- - TABULATION OF MEN'S PRE FERENCES 
5tolor 4 tolot4 toO 
4to20r3tol 
3to2 11 
3to30r 2 to2 20 
Thw m 
• NO preference answers made up the di!!erence whenever toW preferences lor a 
pair were less than 6. 
2 to 2). These 31 inconsisrenr comparisons were made by 2' families as six of 
the families were quite in<onsisrenr on botb of rheir comparisons. However, rhe 
m~n of the loin standard deviations of tbese 2~ families were no larger than the 
m~n of the loin sundard deviations of rhe orher 3~ nmilies. These results sug-
gest Ihac the inconsistencies by households were more likely due 10 particular 
loins being much alike than to certain families' being more em.lic. Ir go<:s with· 
our saying rh~l the rather large loin standard deviarions for most households do 
suggest rhar some of the preference inconsistencies should be amibured ro var~· 
tion in subjecrive judgments for those households. 
CONSUl-1ER RESULTS 
Acceptability and Preference Related to G.ra.de 
Acctptability and Gradt . A nine-poim hedonic scale used in Pan I of the 
evaluation schedule was designed to measure the rdative acceprability of sreUs 
R~sEARCH BULLETIN 676 
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compared in O!:l;ch test. To facilitate tabulation of ratings, sale points w~re u · 
signed numerical ratin~ beginning at the top of the scale, with "Like Extremely" 
designated as I and progressing downward with "Dislike Extr~mdy" ~s 9. 
Results of dara thus obtained show that 70 perc~nt of :.tcceptabiljty ntings 
for :all loin ste:lks fell within; categories-"Like Very Much," "Like Moderate-
ly," and "Like Slightly." The mocb.! raring for all grades was 3-"Like Modenre· 
Iy." Of the 30 steak ratings of "Dislike Extremely" given by men, Commercw 
Cow receiv~d H percent; Good, 27 percem; Standard, 17 percent; :md Choice, 
o percent. (Table 7). Me:ln ratings of the loins by sex of respondem are in grade 
Hedonic 
, 52 21.67 
" 
20.21 
" 
18.13 
" 
12.92 
3 
" 
35.83 
'" 
33.54 
'" 
28.75 
" 
30.42 
• " 
17.08 
" 
20.21 98 20.00 
" 
21.25 ,
" 
6.67 
" 
10.42 
" 
12.08 22 9. 17 
6 
" 
8.75 22 4.58 .. 9. 17 
" 
10. 42 
3 • 3.75 " 
3.96 23 4.79 , 3.33 , 3 1. 25 
" 
2.92 
" 
3.33 
" 
4. 17 
9 • • 
, 1.67 , 1. 04 
" 
3.08 
N ". .ao 98' " 0 
-ranked order (Table 8). Since differences between mean ratings of men aoo 
women ue small, a considerable amoum of the data in this study was analyor.o::\ 
for men only. 
Between Me u 
Mean OiUe r- Oiller- M'~ Di!!er- Oifle r _ Ratings of 
Crade Ratinll: " enee enee " Ratlnll: " ,,~ enee u Men" Women 
Cholee B6 3.36 
0. 14 3.70 0.33 9.00 0.20 
<;000, 3.65 3.79 
<;000, 3.75 3.59 
Combined 3.70 3.69 
0.20 5. 15 0.19 2.70 0.01 
Standard! 3.85 3.80 
Standard2 3.95 3.97 
C..,mbined 3.90 3.88 
0.42 9.70 '.90 9.28 0.02 
C<.>mmerclal 
4.32 
'" 
;,,,m was e..,ml"'ted as a percentage Oil the larger rating. 
" 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL ExPEIUM!NT STAnO:-l 
The spread of mean I'll!ings for Choice: and Good loins W35 1.29 and 1.)4 
!espectivdy. For Standard and Commerci:l.! Cow (he spread was 3.37 lind lOS, 
rcspeaivdy. These data, shown in Table 9 add suppon 10 the contencion thar 
the acceptability of the lower grades is morc variable than that of the higher 
grades . 
• • 3.92 • 
, 3.>. 
" 
, 3.13 • " 
3." 
26
" 
3.96 
" • 
3.33 
" • 
3.54 
" 
, 3. 17 
" • 
3.33 .. .. 4. 21 
" 
, 2.67 
" " 
<0< 
30 , 3.88 
" • 
3." 
" • 
3.33 
" " 
<n 
" • 
3.92 
" • 
3.54 , , 3.29 
9 
" 
3.75 
" 
, 3.30 
" • 
3.54 
.. • 3.54 .. .. 3.88 
" " 
4. 25 
22 , 3.25 
.. 
" 
3.63 
36 .. 3." 
Mean Gri& Ritin, 3.56 3.10 
Rance 2.67-3.~ 3.17-4. 71 
Spread L 29 1.54 
" " 
" • 
,.,. 
.. , 2.63 
.. .. 4.67 
.. , 2.96 
" 
.. '.00 
" • 
'.29 
" • 
3.83 
" • 
3.83 , , 2.87 
32 
" 
5. 1 7 
" 
, 3.25 
.. 
" 
4.79 
30 
" 
'.00 
" " 
4.50 
" • 
3.08 
" • 
3.04 
..
" 
<" 
.. 
" 
3." UO 
2.83. 8.00 
3.37 
., 
.. 
" 
" .. 
.. 
65 
" ..
3. 42 
3.46 
3.42 
3.83 
<06 
<0, 
'.30 
02 
3.42-8,$0 
3,08 
The poorest Choice Join received a mOon rating of 3.96 (nble 9 and Figure 
6). PCrCCnlllges of loins in the leaner gl':l.des with poofer I':I.cings rhm 3,% were 
Good, 20; Su.ndard, 4~; and Commercial Cow, 60. The best ming of ~ny loin 
was for St~nd1rd No. 44 with ~ mean of 2.6~. The same luge overlapping of 
gl':l.des and the same general relationship of grade to aeceptabiliry is indiated as 
in the St. Louis experiment.' Over-all racing mans of grades were quire dose 
WiTh a notitable break between Stan<hrd md Commcrrul Cow. The whole dis-
tribution of ratings 90'35 very similar to that of the St. Louis srudy except that 
the tOP of the distribution was a little lower. For example. \4 of the 63 Choice 
in St. Louis had beltCf mean ratings than the beSt Choice loin in this stud)'. 
PIYltrmet and Grade. Through the omission of a "no-preference" answer 
otegof)', I':!.rt II of the: cv:aluation schedule W:l.S designed to force rhe respondent 
to $nte a preference for one steak over another. Despite this preo.ution, 40 an-
SWer5 of "no preference" were received. Some were due: to the &ilure of respond. 
cnu cidlCt to discern a difference in the StC2ks or to express a preference in ase 
of a recognized difference. Missing dara """CIe tcspotl$ible fot other such answers. 
R£SEt.RCH B ULL£TIN 676 
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FIG. 6 - l01N RATINGS BY GRADE. 
, 
0 0 
- " , 
• 
0 • 
" < z z 0 • • 
-• ~ z • , 3 ~ z 0 • • • • • • • • a , 
• ., 
< 
~ 
< 
, 
• 
• 
• , Middle 40% of ea.ch 
range 11 shaded 
, 
Cholct 
""'" """"" 
Commer ical 
Cow 
Crades 
Man perccnr:tges of rapondem prderences (men and women) were glClra 
for rhe higher gt2de in each gnde comparison except Good,-Srandard, (Tabk 
10). Ma.ximum difference in prcferences was 33 percent in &vor of Good, in the 
Good,-Commcrcial Cow comparison, follo l>led by a 2, percent difference in 
&vor of Choice in the Choice-Standard, comparison, and only a I percenr mar-
gin for Standard, in rhe Good,-Srandard, grouping. 
Cow 
60.t 
65.0 
35.6 
31.9 
.., 
U 
Three: C'l1USse5 were preferred in 211 12 tesrs by all persons eaeing rhem 
(Table 3). Twenty loins of rhe 60 each rc:ceived n percent or more of the 24 
preferences expressed per pair (Table II). The popubrity of loins as shown by 
number of preferences was birly equal by grades for all comparisons except 
Good, and Commercial Cow. Only I of the 20 Commerdal Cow loins received 
more: preferences than rhe eor!'c:$ponding Good, loin. 
24 MISSOURI AGFI.lCULTUltAl ExPERIMENT STATiON 
Comparison$ 
=u 
3 , , 1 , o 
"-
No. oJ: loins receiving 
more pr efer ences than 
other lC)\n of pair 
(lncludes l above) , 11 11 , 
" 
1 .. 
OJ. NO. of 101na with pre_ 
fer ences evenly 
diVided , o , 
To e$dma!~ the rebrion between preferences ~nd accepubiliry, the man dif-
f.:rences in ~ccq>{ability were computed for {he 20 ~rs with n percent or more 
preferences for one loin. These means ranged from O.O~ to 3.04 with a medim of 
1.04 and an over-all mean of 1.29. For a.ll 60 pairs, a difference of 1.39 was found 
between the man ratings of all steaks preferred and rhe mean ming of all steaks 
no! preferred. 
The rebtively small differences in general between Choice, Good, and Stand· 
ard and the brger difference between them and Commercial Cow are shown by 
both the lCccptability and preference dan. Since the preference data is more sub-
ject 10 the influence of ch::mce pairings, the mean accepr~bility dua for loins is 
probably the most useful comparison. In any case the relative inferiority of al-
most all Commercial Cows loins is evident. 
There w:as a slight bias in favor of the no· ring s~mpks. Preference percent-
ages Vo-ere 49.4 for no.dng and 44.9 for ring by (he men and 52.2 and 44.~ by the 
women. 
Acceptability and Preference R elated to Shear 
Aueptability_ Greatest heterogeneity of ntings occurred in the shear group-
ings beyond 18 pounds. The range in tHings for each shear grouping beome 
progresSively wider ~s the she~r values of the Grass increased. It is noteworthy 
that the group classified "14 (0 17.9 pound shear," made up of 29 carcasses, had 
a narrower range of rarings (han the highest shear group ("22 pounch and ova"), 
with one-fifth as m:.lny carcasses (Table 12).). 
Observation of the loin means and The mean of The mean tuings in each 
shear group leads TO the conclusion that shear groupings were as functional for 
classifying carcasses as were the federal grades. The mean ratings for the shear 
groups were progressively poo.ret as The shear nlues increased, with a nling of 
3.50 for the sheat d~ss under 18.0 pounds and 5.19 for the highest shear elm 
(Figure 7). Of the loin means with rarings of 4.00 or bettet, 79 percent wete in 
(he 2 shear categories below 18 pounds, while only 19 percent of the loin m=s 
" 
14.14 3.13 
" 
«~ 2.67 
" 
15.22 2.96 
" 
15.83 3.54 
" 
16.61 3.33 
''''''''' '" 
17.75 3.92 
" 
12.89 3.29 
'''''''''' " 
13. 19 ,.~ 
" 
14. 42 3. 5(1 
" 
14.56 3.54 
(standard) 
" 
14.64 3.88 
" 
11.14 
'''' " 
I 4. 81 3.88 
.. 11.69 2.63
" 
14.S7 4.04 
" 
13.00 ,.'" 
" 
15.53 4. 21 ,. 13.17 3.25 
" 
15.64 3.96 
" 
13.31 3.29 
"' 
15.67 ,. ,. 
" 
15.89 3,75 
"' 
16.00 3.2& 
" 
16.03 3. 17 
" 
16.83 3.63 
U 17.44 3.33 
(Standard) 
" 
14.70 3.83 
" 
a,OJ 2.96 
" 
15.06 <00 
" 
a.a3 3.83 
" 
15.64 3.96 
" 
15.91 4.0 4 
" 
IS .n 3.04 
(Commercial Cow) 
.. 15.06 3. 42 
.. 15. 64 ,. ~ 
" 
17.53 3.42 
" 
" 
'" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
.. 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
18.19 
20.89 
,000<, 
18.22 
19.17 
19.92 
20.61 
21 . 22 
(Standard) 
16. 11 
19. 47 
19.89 
20.11 
20.86 
21.25 
3. 33 
3.96 
3.88 
3.54 
3.54 
3.25 
4. 25 
4.71 
2.61 
'.00 
4. 25 
4.G1 
... " 5.17 
(CQmmerclal COw) 
48 18.36 4.50 
41 18.83 4.00 
65 21.14 4. 08 
'" 
" 
24.44 
25.83 
'.00 
4.79 
(Commercial Cow) 
33 22.28 5.58 
64 22.72 3.83 
68 23.91 6.51 
67 26 . 14 4. 42 
---+------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Mean" 
(N.8) 12.63 
~"'" Spread 
3.25 
2.63_3.92 
, . ~ 
(N . 29) 15.62 3.57 
2.67_ 4.21 
1.54 
(N . 17) 19.67 ' .M 
2.67-5. 17 
'.00 
(N . 6) 24. ~~ 5.19 
3.S3-e .5(l 
2.67 
F 
2 
~ , 
~ 
" 
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FIG. 7-LOIN RATINGS BY SHEAR GROUP. 
,,------------------------, 
8 
Shaded Areas Include: 
Under 18.0 - Middle 13 of the 37 C:lrcasses 
18.0- 21.9 - Middle 5 of the 17 carCllsses 
22.0 and Over - M iddle 2 of the 6 carcasses 
9L-____ ~~~~~~--------" 
Under 18.0 18,0_21.9 22.0 and over 
Melln Sne:lr Measure ments of Loins In Pounds 
rating ~bove 4.00 were in those categories. 
The simple coefficient of correlation of mean shear value and mean r:.l.tings 
of carcasses W;l..S 0.68 (95% confidence limiTS of 0.51 and 0.79), indicating ;it defi· 
nite positive corrdation between the two. Thus as mtan shell! values incre:lSCCi, 
the mean radngs increased ( :,in indi~tion of poorer quality). 
Pre/erena. There was 1 direct rebtionship between shear and prderence. 
In 44 of 60 loin pairings 1 majority of preferences were expressed for loins with 
the lower shears (T~ble 13). Preferences in 4 other loin p~irings were equally 
divided. 
Preferences for the lower shear and higher shear of the loin pairs were com· 
puted for 3 groups as follows: 
1. Shear of fmer or higher grade was more than 2.0 pounds higher than 
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TABLE 13--CONTINUED 
P re!. Pref. 
House- SlIear '0' '0' House-
holds Loins Dlffer- Lower Higher No holds 
I I CRee· Shear Shear Prd. I 
Standar d2-Cho!C(! 
'2 Ch. 
02" 31 02 8. 12 5,75 22 , I 02 r. 31 
06 &. 32 56 &. 35 -3.05 14 9 , 06 &. 32 
07 &. 34 46 &. 29 5,75 2. 07 &. 34 
08 &. 39 63 &. 30 -6.1 9 5 
" 
08 " 39 
09 " 45 57 &. 37 6.86 f6 • 2 09 &. 45 17 &. 46 20 &. 04 9.22 2. 17 &. 46 
18 &. 48 58 &. 26 -4.88 I. 10 18 8. 48 
19 &. 49 38 &. 28 -5.47 16 7 19 " 49 
25 &. 50 59 &. 2'1 -0.50 f2 II I 25 &. 50 
27 &. 60 44 &. 08 -6.06 13 10 I 27 & 60 
• Minus value (_) Indicates that second grade had the higher shear. 
•• Six Preferences for 103; twelve for 166: 
Prel . 
Shear 
'0' Loins Differ- Lower 
I cncc Shear 
'2 Ch. 
02 &. 35 1.81 18 
56 &. 27 -0,80 18 
46 &. 26 1.92 20 
63 &. 04 -0.52 17 
57 & 09 1.72 I3 
20 &. 30 3.55 23 
58" 29 -1.05 I3 
38 &. 37 -\.47 7 
59 &. 28 -1.28 • 44 & 12 -2.45 I3 
Pref. 
'0' 
1IIgher 
Shear 
• 
• 2 
7 
9 
I 
10 
17 
15 
10 
No 
Pref. 
2 
2 
I 
5 
I 
~ 
00 
:<: 
~ 
0 
" -,. 
0 
ii 
0 
~ 
0 
" > 
" m 
" •• 
" i' 
• z 
" ~, 
" 0 Z 
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shear of le~ner or lower grade. There were 12 pairs in this group ~nd 
there were 157 preferences for rhe lower she~r ~nd 123 for the higher 
shear. 
2. Difference5 in shears of pair were zero. plus or minus 2.0 pounds or le5s. 
There were 22 pairs with positive or negative differences. There were 266 
preferences for the lower shear and 236 for the higher shear. One pair 
had ~ zew difference in shears. 
3. Shear of Cuter or higher gr~de was more than 2.0 pounds lower than 
shear of leaner or lower grade. O f {hese 25 pairs, {here were 441 prefer. 
ences for lhe lower shear and 132 preferences for the higher sheal. 
These d~ta indicate [hal both a higher grade andlor a lower shear general ly 
received more prefe{ences Than a lower grade :md/or a higher shear. Pairs involv· 
ing bath a higher grade ~nd a lower shear (Group 3) rC(eived by far lhe greatest 
propol1:ion of preferences. Pairs in which grade and shear were opposed (Group 
I: the higher loin had the higher shear) had a more nearly equal di,·ision of 
preferences. However, the lower gr~de ~nd lower sheu loins had more plefer. 
ences than the higher grade and higher shear loins in Gwup I, which suggests 
the rel~tive importance of grade and shear ( Figure 8). The pairs of loins with 
very small shear differences (Group 2) had preferences about evenly divided be-
tween higher and lower grades-263 and 2'7, respectively, but had a slight ma-
jority of preferences for the lower she~rs-266 to 236. A lotal of 63.8 percent of 
preferen<:cs W2S for the lower shear loins and 36.2 percent was for lhe higher shear 
loins (excluding no preferences and the loin pair with no difference in shear). 
Re5earchers customarily identify experimenC':l1 bed products by carcass grade 
and weigh!. These results emphasize lhe importance of adding shear as another 
idencifying characteristic. 
It should be noted that a majority of prefetences for a few exceptional pairs 
were for loins of bolh higher she2f and lower grade-e.g., loin pairs 61 and 19, 
60 and 22 , and 63 and 30. Moreover, [he size of the difference in shear betweal 
rhe paired loins was not ~Iways proportionately related to preferences. Lisred be-
low in Table 14 are a few examples taken from Table 13. 
, 
, 
• 
30 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL ExP~RIMENT STATION 
• , 
0 
0 
0 
• 0 0 
" 
-0 
0 
FIG. 8_PREFERENCES FOR GRADES IN 
PAIRED COMPARISONS. 
o Lower Grade 
• Higher Grade 
• % 
0 
0 
0 30 ~ 
20 
10 
0 
She .. r Groups" 
• I Lower grade had lower shear by 
2.0 pounds or more , 
n Shear differences by grilde of + 2.0 
poWlds or less -
m Lower grade had higher shear by 
2.0 pounds Or moJre 
Relationship of Shear and G rade. 
The fair rebtionship found between shear and acccprability in this experi-
ment and the Sr. Louis ex!Xrimcm' indicates the usefulness of (x~mining the 
relationship of she2! and grade. Therefore, the reladonship found for 300 short 
loins in three major studies will be summarized here. Procedures of shearing 
were much alike and lre described in Missouri Research Bulletins 6126 and 651', 
RESMRCH BULLETIN 676 
" 
FIG. 9_DISTRIBUTION OF SHEARS BY GRADE, RECENT MISSOURI 
EXPERIMENTS. 
B. 
N Indicates No. of loin~ 
telled per grade. 
Middle 2 q..art lles of 
NCb bar are shaded. 
N 
Mean Sbur Per Loin In Pounds 
' S. Cholet were brier Choice cueUHI ",el&bl", U O 10 710 pounds; 1.. Chole. 
war. sml.lIer Choice cl.n:aases wel&hln& 480 10 510 pounds; Commercial eoIII' 
eareules weighed 600 to SSG pounds' aU other carcasses weighed 550 to 605. 
The distribution of me:l.n she:l.r5 of loins by grades is shown in Figure 9. 
Doubtlessly, the lengths and nature of each grade's distribution is affected by the 
number of loins tested and by orher variables. Ho .... ever, fa irly useful compari-
sons of the four block grades of bet:f can be made:. The similarities of Good 1J'Id 
Choice should be notro. It has been shown that loins .... irh shear weights below 
20 pounds are much more likely to be highly accepubJe to consumers than loins 
with shear weights above 20 pounds. Percen!"~ges of loins restro .... ith shean ex-
ceeding 20 pounds wen: Choice (,,0-60, pound carcasses). 11; Good, B; Sl:lJld· 
lid. 33; and Commercill Cow. 50. 
32 MISSOURI AGRICULTU RAL EXI'ERIMENT STATION 
Acc.:prabiliry ~n<l Cooking Method 
Allhough stria adherence to cooking method -and degr~ of doneness was 
stressed, thre.: of [he 60 hOWieholds ChlOge<! method and 14 changed degree of 
doneness during the srudy. Degree of doneness different th::tn the ordinary were 
[.:porrro for 2.~ percent of the tests. Overall, broiling w~s more thln twice a.s 
popular as pan frying, the other cooking method used often (Table 1'). Abou! 
68 percent of the staks wefe cooked well done (Table 16). 
TABLE 
BrOil 
Pan-Fry 
cu., 
Changed Method 
No. Households 
" 
Pan_Fry and 
oo.n 
" " , , 
20 20 
" 
Socio-Economic Factors :.lod Acceptability 
USED IN 
To'" 
20 30 , , 
'" 
, 
20 60 
, 
" 
Table 17 ShoM mean ntings of C:lCOSse5 by gr:ade according to age and edu-
cation. In no prticuiar age group were the nrings in 8r.lde.nnked order. No re-
Lttionship WllS apparent between rc:spondcm age and acceptability. This lack of 
relationship is not surprising in view of the inrr:a-grade heterogeneity. 
Examination of mean tHings of carcasses by men at various levels of edu-
C2tionalHuinment indicated no consistem direct relationship of accepubility 
and eduQtion. 
Socio·Economic Faccors, Cooking Methods and Doneness 
Method of woking was related to age, edueation, and LIlcome of families. 
BrOiling was ucilized twice as frequently as pan-frying, ovenlL However, broil. 
ing was proportionately a little more prevalant among those of less education, 
lower incomes, and lower ages. For example, of those who broiled, 39 ~rcent 
were in their 20's (avenge age of husband and wife) while only 16 ~rcent of 
those who pan.fried were in their 20's. Of those who broiled 44 ~rcent werc in 
the lowest income bracket (less than $4000) whi le only 21 percent of those who 
pan-fried were in that bracket. 
TABLE t7--M~AN RA'nNGS OF CARCASSES BY GRADE ACCORDING TO COOKING 
D SOCIO-ECONOMIC FACTORS 1 ___ ~_ 1_ ~, 
'" 
"'" 
High SdIOOI some .Traln- one of More ~ 
• 
• Grad • Ins: Beyond COlle ge > • Grade 40's 
""" 
or Less HI ""001 [)(! r ees 0 
Lolee r . 
Goodl 3.84 3.64 3.90 3.76 3.73 3.00 3.87 3.82 3.58 ., C 
Good, 3.92 3.20 3.0f 3.92 3.04 5.1 7 3.97 3.34 3.81 
"  Good COmbined 3.88 3.42 3.47 3.8f 3." 4.08 3.92 3.58 3.70 • 
Standardl 3.70 4.03 3.88 3.77 3.93 4.00 3.80 3.81 3.93 
" Standard2 4. 15 3.58 4.13 4.32 3.12 3.71 4.38 4.17 3.80 Z ~ Standard Combined 3.92 3.80 4.00 4. 04 3. 52 3.86 4.09 3.99 3,86 ~ 
Commercial Cow 4." 4.60 3.57 4.80 3.00 6. 12 4.56 3.64 4. 84 ~ 
Mean Rallns: 
(All Grades) 3.92 3.62 3.72 4.00 3.31 4.23 3.91 3.70 3.92 
"' 
" 
M ISSOURl AG RICULTURAL EXPEI\iMENT STATION 
Degree of doneness wu definitely related (0 income. Of those: who cooked 
loin steaks rate, ~ I percent were in the top income br:lcket (S6000 and mort), 
while 30 petnnr of [hose who cooked well-done were in that bncket. T'hc mOlt 
educated cooked rare slightly more frequently. There was no consistent relation 
of degree of ooneness to agc in the umplc. 
Socio-Economic Factors and Preferences 
Preferences werc nor examined in relation to sodo-c(Onomic characteristics 
of the respondents except in the attempt to determine preference strength by 
the "Mean Price Difference" approach. This method udlized the respondents 
answer to the question, " How much mOrt per pound do you think you would 
be willing to pay for the steak you like ben?" The price diffe-remial thus ob-
taiDed was then inraprered as the quality dilfercmi:u observed by the respondent. 
T his procedure is necessarily limited; u best both it and its imerpretuion :ue 
simply opinions. 
Supposedly tht greater the mean price diff'erence, the Stronger the prefer-
ence for one of the steaks in the paclage. Strongest preferences were indicated 
by women with the lowest levd of education:al att:ainmem in the middle-income 
group. WeakeSt preferences were indicated in the low.income group by the: 
women with some tr:aining beyond high school. Those in the high-income group 
indiated rdat ively uniform strength of pteferences regardless of eduational at-
t:ainment. Similarly those with one or more college degrea indiated te:lSOnably 
uniform strength of preferences' irrespective of level of income. 
Respondent! were willing to pay an avenge of 4.9< more per pound for the 
stoics they liked best in me compariSOll$. Seven families even india.ted a willing. 
ness to p3y more than 2()( more per pound fOf their choice of staks. Much of 
the time a zero differential was indicated by many families. These results were 
obtained in a hypothetical situation and cannOt be inferted directly to market: 
situations. The common feeling appeared to be that one bought "good StaJ,c" 
at the market price and, as a buyer, had no choice between "good steak" and 
other steak known to be a cenain degree better or poorer. 
LABORATORY EVALU ATION 
Two trios by each I)f six judges were run between the same comp3risons as 
the left loins ruted by consumers+): Sufficient product was not available to teSt 
the right loin comparisons. Although these left loin comparisons groeraJly had 
larger shear differences, there were only 13 of the 30 pairs with significant uio 
diKriminations (Table 18). Only ~ of these 13 pairs also had signi6cant con-
sumer preference ntios, while there were , other p3irs which had signi6cam c0n-
sumer preference ratios but not significant labontory diKrimination. Thus rht: 
level of discrimination was approximately the same by both consumers and the 
laboratory judges, but there were some differences in the particular pairs dis-
U~bontory Panel procedure described in Appendix. 
R ESEARCH BULLETIN 676 
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JUDGE: 
07 &. 47 
criminated between. Somewhat the same comp:1tative results wefe found in thl': 
St. Louis study.' 
Three sttiks from each carcass were used for rrios, and twO steaks were 
evaluated by six judges on the basis of tenderness, juiciness and Havor. The 
range in mtin ratings by grade and shear are indic~ted in Figures 10 and 11. 
The compuisons of one char.tcteristic with another are complicated by scale dif. 
ferences. Tenderness was evaluated on an 8·point snle, juiciness on a 5-poinr and 
flavor on a 9--point. In all cases the higher (smaller (he number) the score, the 
more desil'~ble the rating. The superiority of shear over gr:tde in differentiating 
loins by tenderness and flavor is dearly evidenr. 
A rather interesting tesc of methodology was attempted in the hbonlOry 
panel. During the first half of the panel (one stelk of each loin) three judges 
evaluated tenderness and juiciness while three other judges ev~luaced flavor only. 
Each judge was in the group evaluating flavor for one half of the steaks and in 
the other group for the other half of the steaks. Coefficients of simple cottela-
tion between individual ratings were tenderness-juiciness, 0.48; tendemess-
flavor, 0.28; and juiciness-Havor, 0.20. During the second half of the panel (one 
st<!'.<k of each loin) all six judges evaluated all three characterisrics. Coefficients 
of simple correlation bern·"n individual ratings wefe tenderness-juiciness, 0.32; 
tendemess-ftavot, 0.37; and juiCiness-flavor, 0.34. These results suggest that 
evaluation of separate sensory chuacteristics by sCp:1r:tte judges reduces the "halo" 
or the inter-rehtionship among ratings. The data are tOO small to be anything 
more than suggestive, bur fimher rests would appear worthwhile. 
Loin means fOf each chancteristic were correlated with consumer mean r:tt· 
mgs. Coefficients ~re shown in Table 19. The tenderness·consumer correlation 
TABLE 
Consumer Mean 0.614 0.683 0.674 
Lab Juiciness -
Consumer Mean 0.324 0.343 0.421 
Lab Flavor _ 
Consumer Mean 0:261 0. 579 0.560 
FIG. IO-RANGE IN ACCEPTABILITY BY GRADES, LABORATORY 
EVALUATIONS. 
1 
2 
~ 
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~ . 
~ 
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FIG. II_LABORATORY RATINGS OF TENDERNESS, JUICINESS AND 
FLAVOR BY SHEAR GROUP. 
, 
• 
J 
F 
T 
>Shaded areas Induded: 
Under 14.0 - middle 4 of ''''''''",''''" 14.0_17.9 _ middle 9 of distribution 
18.0-21.9 - middle 7 of dlStribution 
J 
T 
T - Tenderness 
J - Julclness 
F 
22.0 and over 
Mean Sbear Measurements of Loins In Pounds 
37 
~nd th~ flavor·consumer correlation were fairly high. It would appecar possible 
that longer md more thorough labontory tasting by a well·tnined p~nel plus 
consumer tasting of each loin by as many fami lies as possible (to avenge OUt 
individual idiosyncrasies in r:uings) might provide a very useful relationship be-
!;Ween laboratory and consumer panel results. It would appear better to separate 
ev~luation of the characteristics to reduce "halo." It is possible that the fl:l~·or· 
consumer coefficient for the s~cond r~plicate is partly spurious because of the 
inrer-correlation of tenderness and flavor. 
l8 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL E XPERIMENT STATION 
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APPENDIX 
Llbontocy Panel Procedure 
Three ml le and three female students each tasted 5 steak trios per day. 
T hree bite size servings were tasted each time in individual, darkened booths, 
and the judge ~{{empted to indicate the differen t sample. Water was available 
fot Sipping between tasrings. Judges were tra ined for eight days p["("ceding the 
tests. 
Ste:l.ks were cooked on a commerci,d grill with thermostats set at ;00 de-
grees F md preheated for 30 minutes. Steaks were cooked a total of eleven min· 
utes and were turned at five minutes. Only lean portions were served. 
Palatahility Evaluation 
Six panel members tasted ten steaks each session and evaluated each for 
tenderness, juiciness and lhvor. Scales used were as shown in Figure 12. Ten 
STeaks were tasted each session with ali six judges evaluating bites from each 
Steak. 
Cooking procedures were the same as above except that steaks were turned 
at six minutes lnd were cooked 1 total of D minutes. 
Tasting was in individual, darkened booths. A training period of three days 
preceded the tes ts. 
One steak from each of the 60 loins was evaluated in :01. undomized order 
and then the second steak from each of those same loins was evaluated in the 
same order. H edonic talings were assigned numerical values of 1 to 8, 1 to 9, 
and 1 to 5, respectively, in analyzing the evaluations of tenderness, flavor, and 
juiciness. 
FIG. 12- LABORATORY RATING SCALES. 
Flavor Q.>allty Ratlnss 
Extremely Very POOr Below Fai r Fiir Below GOOd GOOd Ver y Excellent 
Poor Poor Above Poor Above Fai r Oood 
Toughness - Tenderness Rallng 
Extremely Very MOdCrately sllgtiUy sllgJItly MOdCrately Ver y Extremely 
TouSh Tough Tough TouSh Tender Tender Tender Tender 
Juici ness Rating 
No Sligh( MOderate Much Extreme 
J uicine811 Juiciness Juiciness Ju iciness Juiciness 
E' 
~ 
~ 
x 
g' 
E 
z 
at 
'" 
40 MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL ExPERIMENT STATION 
TABLE 20 __ DE TAILED RATING DATA BY HOUSEHOLDS 
Mean 
2.83 
• 2.66 
33 01 • 3.50 33 05 
" 
3.75 
33 52 6 3.83 
04 01 • 2.00 04 15 
" 
3.33 
04 
" 
6 3.00 
35 01 • 2. 16 35 15 
" 
3.00 
35 
" 
6 3.66 
" 
15 
" 
3.83 
" 
.. 6 <;0 
13 66 • 2.66 
" 
15 
" 
4.58 
" 
.. • 4.50 
" 
66 • 4.50 
14 17 
" 
3.58 
14 32 • 5. 33 14 50 6 U. 
40 17 
" 
<SO 
40 32 6 5.16 
40 50 6 <SO 
15 
" " 
5,83 
15 4' 6 5,83 
15 50 6 4.50 
43 
" " 
3.58 
43 4' 6 4.33 
43 50 6 2.83 
" 
06 12 3.50 
" " 
6 2.50 
" 
62 6 2.50 
" 
06 
" 
4.08 
" " 
6 2.50 
" 
62 6 4.83 
21 21 
" 
3.08 
21 39 • 3.00 21 
" 
6 4.83 
52 21 
" 
3.83 
52 39 6 3.00 
52 
" 
6 5.16 
23 11 
" 
3.58 
23 
" • 
4. 16 
23 52 • 2.83 
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TABLE 2O··CONTINUEO 
MelLQ 
Ilouaebold Caras. N W< 17 04 , 
" 
20 
" 
.... 
" " 
, 2." 
.. 
" 
, U3 
.. 20 
" 
S.33 
.. 30 , 
'" 
" " 
, U3 
" " 
6 ... 
" 
.. 12 . .. 
.. 
" 
, 3." 
.. 
" 
, ... 
.. 58 12 3.08 
" " 
• 3.33 
" " 
• ... 6 
" " 
12 3.25 
.. 
" 
, 2.83 
.. 
" 
6 3.00 
.. 38 12 2.111 
" " 
, 3.56 
" 
28 • 3.83 
" 
58 
" 
<3. 
50 
" 
, 
"00 
50 28 , 3.33 
50 
" " 
3.33 
" 
Q8 , 3.16 
" " 
, 2.83 
" 
•• 
" 
2.25 
60 08 , 2.50 
" 
12 , 3.33 
" 
•• " 
3.00 
03 
" 
, .... 
03 .. , '.00 
03 
" 
12 6. 16 
36 
" 
, 2.66 
" 
.. , 3.16 
" 
33 
" 
'.00 
" " 
, 3.33 
" " 
, 3.00 
OS ., 
" 
3.08 
" " 
, 3.63 
" 
13 , "00 
37 .. 12 3.75 
" " 
, 3.33 
" 
.. • 2. 33 
" 
.. 12 .... 
42 MISSOURI A G RICULTUR AL EXPERIMENT STh TiO:-l 
2< 32 , 5.50 
2< 
" 
, 4.16 
2< ., 
" 
<33 
" 
32 , U, 
" " 
, 2.83 
" 
., 
" 
2.75 
26 03 
" 
3.00 
26 62 , 5. 16 
" " 
, 2.83 
" 
03 
" 
4.91 
" " 
, 3,86 
" 
66 , 5.83 
02 02 
" 
4.50 
02 
" 
, 3.83 
02 35 , 3.83 
" 
02 
" 
4. 00 
" " 
, ViO 
" 
35 , 2.66 
06 
" 
, 3.33 
06 35 , 3.66 
06 56 
" 
3.00 
32 
" 
, 3.16 
32 35 , 3.16 
32 56 
" 
2.91 
07 26 , 3.33 
07 
" 
, 2.83 
07 
" " 
.... 08 
34 26 , <' 00 
34 
" 
, 1.50 
34 ..
" 
5.25 
06 
" 
, 3.00 
06 30 , 2.50 
06 63 
" 
3.25 
39 04 , 3.B6 
39 30 , B.83 
39 63 
" 
4.41 
09 06 , 3.66 
09 
" 
, 2.83 
09 57 
" 
3.1n 
4' 06 , 6.33 
45 
" 
, 5,66 
4' 57 
" 
6.0B 
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TABLE 20--CONTINt1ED 
Mean 
Household Car cass N !latin( 
41 16 , 3.50 
., H • 3.66 ., 65 
" 
3.91 
U 09 • 3.83 U 
" • 
3.83 
U 
" " 
3.91 
., 09 • 3.00 
" " 
• 2.83 
" " " 
2.91 
" " • 
' .00 
" 
22 • 3.33 
" " " 
4.16 
.. 
" • 
'.00 
.. 22 • 2.66 .. 
" " 
2.75 
" " • 
2.83 
" " 
• ,." 
" 
.. 
" 
<0. 
" " 
• 6.66 
" " 
• 7.83 
" 
.. 
" 
8.91 
22 
" 
• 3.33 22 ,. • 2.83 22 
" " 
3.33 
5< 
" • 
2.66 
5< ,. • <6. 5< 
" " 
<S. 
" " • 
4.50 
" 
,. 
• 3.83 
" 
.. 
" 
B.08 
" " • 
2.66 
" 
,. 
• 3.16 
" 
.. 
" 
2.91 
" 
22 • 4.00 
" " • 
4.16 
" 
.. 
" 
U. 
" 
22 • 3.00 
" " • 
3.50 
" 
.. 
" 
3.50 
" 
09 • 2.33 
" " • 
2.33 
" " " 
3.16 
" 
09 • 5.83 
" " • 
5.50 
" " " 
5.66 
MISSOURI A GltlCUlTUaAl EXPEltIM£NT STATIO N 
Carel.n 
""du' 
1.732 
1.92 
." 1.878 
, .. 
" " 
2.833 0.579 , .. 
" " 
3.750 0.868 , 
" 
.. 3.291 0.92 
." 0.859 
, .. 20 
" 
30500 1.381 , 
" " " 
.. 83 1.'4$ , .. .. 3.791 0.58 N.' 1 .... 14 
, U 
" " 
3.583 0.797 , U 
" " 
3.083 1.566 , U .. 3.333 0.50 N.< 1.24.0 
, ,. 
" " 
3.333 1 .... 36 , ,. 
" " 
3.000 1.0"'''' , ,. .. 3. 166 0.33 N.S. 1.24.0 
, 
" " " 
3.833 1 .... 67 , 
" " " 
.... 583 2.153 , 
" 
.. .... 208 0.75 N.S. 1.8"'1 
, 
" 
,. 
" 
3.583 1.087 , 
" 
., 
" 
4.500 1.000 , 
" 
.. 4.041 0.92 .05 1.122 
, 
" " " 
3.0U 1.167 , 
" " " 
3.833 1.528 , 
" 
.. 3.4.58 0.75 N.> 1.383 
, 
" 
,. 
" 
5.833 2.758 , 
" 
., 
" 
3.583 1.732 , 
" 
,. 4..708 2.25 .05 2.528 
, ., ,. 
" 
4..333 0.889 , .. .. 
" 
2.750 1.4.23 , .. ,. 3.5'1 L58 
." 1.4.14 
2 (SUndard1) 
" " 
• '.000 0.1532 , 
" " • 
2.000 0.89'" 
2 
" 
33 • 3.500 1.040/1 , 
" " • 
2.166 0.761 
2 
" 
,. 2.666 '.50 
." '.008 
2 32 ,. • 5.333 2 .... , 
" 
,. ,
'.000 1.224 
2 
" 
.. • 5.168 1.174 , 
" 
50 • 4..668 2.253 , 
" 
,. 5.168 0.8' N.' 1.660 
2 
" " • 
3.000 2.000 , 
" 
,. 
• .... 166 1.174 2 
" " • 
3.000 1.095 , 
" 
50 , 2.833 0.761 , 
" 
,. 3.250 1.33 N.3 1. 359 
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" 
, 
" 
, $.833 2.641 
, .. • <>00 2.738 , 
" 
, 4.333 ., .. 
, .. ,. 4.nll 1.47 N.R 2.186 
, 50 .. , 4.166 0.424 
, 50 
" 
, <>00 2.'38 
, 50 .. • 4.500 0.547 , .. 
" • 
2.833 0. 424 
, .. ,. .. 000 1.67 N.' 1.503 
, 51 
" • 
4.833 1.114 
, 51 23 • 4.166 1.174 , 51 
" 
, 5.166 U44 
, 51 53 • 3.833 1.174 , 51 ,. 4.500 1.33 N.S. 1.414 
2 
" 
02 • 2.666 0.529 , 
" " 
• 2.833 0.889 , 
" " 
• 3.833 1. 726 , 
" 
53 • 3.000 0.884 2 
" 
,. 3.083 1.17 N.R 1. 140 
, .. ,. • 3.S00 1. 224 , .. 20 , 2.S00 1.224 
2 .. .. , 3.666 1.216 , .. 
" • 
2.500 1.048 
, .. ,. 3.041 1.16 N.S. 1.233 
, 
" 
20 • 2.500 1.378 , 
" " • 
U66 0.888 
, 
" " • 
4.833 1.844 
, 
" " 
• 3.666 1.038 , 
" 
,. 4.041 2.66 ... 1.681 
, .. 
" 
, 2.666 0.$29 
, .. 
" • 
2.833 0.761 , .. .. , 4.500 1.643 , .. 50 • 5.833 I.U8 , .. ,. 3.1$8 3.17 .02 1.80S 
3 (Cbol~) ,. OJ , '.000 0.632 
• 
,. 
" • 
2.833 0.761 
• 
,. 
" 
, 3.666 1.865 , ,. .. , 2.333 1.Ug , ,. ,. 2.gsa 1.33 N.' 1.191 
• OJ 09 
, 3.666 2.163 
• OJ " 
, 3. 166 1.726 
3 OJ 
" 
• 6.333 0.529 , OJ 
'" • 
2.SOO 1.048 , OJ ,. 3.816 3.83 .02 2.041 
3 
" 
02 • 3.U3 1.838 , 
" " 
• 2.833 0.989 
MISSOUllI A C RICl1LTlJI.AL i::XPERIME1'IT STATION 
" 
1. 33 N.O 
3 
" " 
, 3.333 U Og 
3 
" " 
, 4.833 0.424 
3 
" 
,. , 4.000 2.756 
3 
" " 
, 3.666 1.637 
3 
" " 
3.958 ... " N.3. 1.156 
3 
" "' • 
3.333 1.216 
3 
" " • 
3.666 1.216 
3 
" " • 
3.166 0.161 , 
" 
50 • .<>00 ".<>00 , 
" " 
3.541 0.84 N.O 0.932 
, 28 
" 
, 3.333 1.039 , 28 
" 
, 3.833 1.606 
3 28 .. , 2.833 0.424 
3 28 50 , 3.333 1.311 
3 28 
" 
3.333 0.00 N.' 1.168 
3 
" " 
, 2.833 0.424 
3 
" " 
, 3.8 33 1.114 
3 
" 
,. , 1.500 0.836 
3 
" 
.. , 2.500 0.547 
3 28 
" 
U66 2.33 
.'" 1.1 30 
3 
" '" 
, 2.500 
• 
0.U1 
3 
" " 
, 2.500 U43 
3 
" " 
, 6.833 0.161 
3 
" 
.. , 3.666 0.529 
3 
" 
.. 3.875 4.33 
.'" 2.029 , 
" '" • 
3.833 1.834 
3 
" '" 
, 3.666 1.969 , 
" " 
, 2.666 0.529 
3 
" " 
, 3.166 1.416 
3 
" " 
3.333 1.11 N.S. 1.523 
3 
" '" 
, 2.833 0.424 
3 
" " 
, 4.166 1.114 
3 
" " 
, 5.666 1.311 , 
" 
.. , 3. 000 0.894 
3 
" 
.. 3.916 2.83 
.'" 1. ~2 
4 (Standard2) 
'" '" " 
4. 500 2.022 
• 
'" " " 
MOO 0.953 
• 
'" " 
4.2M 
".'" 
N.S. 1.567 
• 
'" " " 
5.666 1.014 
• 
'" 
..
" 
6.333 U U 
• 
'" 
.. '.<>00 o.n KS. 1.383 
• 38 " " 
3.250 1.217 
• 38 ..
" 
U16 0.614 
• 38 .. 3.0tI3 0.34 N.S. 0.975 
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• .. " " "" 
0.674 
• .. 
,. 
" 
5.250 2.379 
• .. 
,. UG6 1.17 N.' 1.810 
• 
" " " 
3.000 1.128 
• " " " 
U18 0.7g7 
• " 
,. 2.958 0.00 N.S. 0.955 
• " 
.. 
" 
3.916 1.445 
• " 
.. 
" 
6.083 0.797 
• " 
,. 5.000 2.17 
." I.Ml7 
• " " " 
3.500 1.000 
• " 
.. 
" 
3.083 1. 167 
• " 
,. 3.291 0." U 1.083 
• " " " 
U33 1.498 
• " " " 
3.333 1.074 
• " " 
3.833 1.00 N.S. 1.313 
• " 
08 
" 
3.250 1.659 
• " 
39 
" 
4. 416 2.645 
• " 
,. 3.833 1. 16 N.S. 2.239 
5 (Good2) 
" " • 
3.333 0.824 
• " " • 
'.500 1.516 
• " 
.. • 2.666 1.039 
• " 
55 • 2.6~6 0.529 
• " " 
3.291 1.84 
." 1.233 
• " 
U • 3.833 2. 140 
• .. 30 • 2.333 0.529 
• .. .. • 3.000 0.632 
• .. " • 
5.833 2.044 
• .. " 
3.750 .... 
." 1.961 
• 10 " • 
3.333 1.216 
• 10 10 • 3.333 1.500 
• 10 " 
, 3.833 1.944 
• 10 .. 
, 
'.500 0.547 
• 10 " 
3.500 0.50 N.s. 1.318 
• 13 
" 
, 4.500 2.345 
• 13 
" 
, 3.000 1.264 
• 13 " 
, 2.666 1. 371 
• 13 
" • 
4.000 1.897 
• 13 " 
3.541 1.84 N.S. 1.817 
• " " • 
'.000 3.286 
• " 
10 , 2.333 0.529 
• " " • 
3.166 1.174 
• " 
.. , 3.666 0.529 
• " 
,. 3.541 2.67 N.S. 1.1133 
M 1SSOUkI AC kiCULTU kA L EXPEIlIMENT ST"nO:-; 
, .. 
" • 
2.833 0.161 , .. .. • 2.000 0.8~4 , .. 
" • 
6.866 1.371 , .. 
" 
3.815 ,,6 ... 2.U3 
, 
" 
H • 3.833 1.174 , 
" " 
, 2.500 1.378 
, 
" " • 
2.833 0.761 , 
" " 
• 1.833 1.476 , 
" " 
000 5.33 ... .1.453 
, 
" " • 
3.333 1.218 , 22
" • 
<0" 1.613 , 22 .. • 2.886 1.039 , 22 
" • 
3.000 1.095 , 
" " 
3.250 1.34 N.' 1.293 
, 
" 
22 • 2.833 0.4.24 , ,. 
" • 
3.833 1.334 
, 
" 
.. • U66 1.371 , ,. 
" • 
3. 166 0.424 , 
" " 
3.625 1.83 ... 1.173 
, 
" " 
6 4..166 1.U4 , 
" '" • 
2.333 1.039 
, 
" " • 
3.500 0.836 
• " 
50 • 5.500 2.013 
• " 
,. 3.875 U7 ... 1.873 
8 (Com. eow) 
" 
., 
" 
6. 166 2.480 
• " " " 
'.000 2.296 
• " " 
5.583 1.16 KS. 2.412 
6 
" 
22 
" 
3.333 0.180 
• 
., .,. 
" 
4..866 1.551 
• 
., ,. <000 , ... . .. 1. S83 
• .. 26 " 
6.083 , .... 
• .. " " 
2.916 0.522 
• .. " 
<'''' 3.11 ... 1.918 
• .. .. " 
3.083 1.381 
• .. " " 
3.15(1 1.140 
• .. " 
3. 416 0.81 N.' 1.283 
• 50 " " 
.,,, 1.1$4 
• .. .. " 
2.75(1 1.358 
• .. 
,. 3.458 1.41 ... 1.444 
• " 
H 
" 
3.916 1.314 
• " 
., 
" 
2.916 0. 7n 
• " 
,. 3. 416 >." ... 1.177 
• .. " " 
U66 1.586 
• .. " " '"'''' 
0.904 
• .. 
,. 3.833 0." N.' U08 
